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Storage capacity

age and/or as number of hours (e.g. 50% is equivalent to 12
hours) 2 . Actual energy terms are obtained by multiplying the
percentage by average daily demand or the number of hours by
average daily power draw. The average daily power and energy
demands at scales ranging from a household to the world are
shown in table 1.

The amount of storage needed for incorporating increasing
amounts of variable resources into electrical grids is a critical
yet complicated question. To begin with, the electrical grid,
composed of myriad power sources and sinks is conducted as
a whole in real-time. Additionally, the number of technologies and practices, their varied and evolving characteristics,
and their possible implementations under differing and shifting
policy landscapes presents a grossly under-determined problem
with several solutions.
Technologies and practices positioned to ensure gridreliability include flexible conventional generation (natural gas
combustion turbines and diesel generation sets), flexible renewable generation (curtailment, hydropower, concentrated solar power (CSP) with thermal storage), flexible load (demandside management), energy storage, and resource sharing (diversity and transmission). In the future, when greenhouse gas
emissions are constrained, flexible generation will need to be
achieved using low carbon energy supplies.
Studies have made efforts to determine the amount of renewable generation an electrical grid can support by bundling these
technologies and practices into an abstract resource: grid flexibility, defined as the percentage of generation and load capable
of being readily dispatched or halted 1 . Less flexible grids harbor high percentages of so-called baseload generating plants
such as nuclear, coal and natural gas combined cycle plants.
The amount of energy storage capacity required will depend
firstly on grid flexibility and, secondly, on attributes of the renewable generation. The amount, type, mix and degree of supply correlation affects how well supply satisfies demand.
Given this tremendous uncertainty and complexity in firming grid-scale renewable generation, estimates for the amount
of energy storage required to firm renewable resources encompass a wide range a values that are described in several different ways: power capacity (e.g. GW), energy capacity (TWh),
discharge time (hours), fraction of renewable generation that
is stored during a day or year, and fraction of total generation
that is stored during a day or year. We use fraction of average
daily demand as referred to in the literature as both a percent-

Table 1 Average daily electrical energy demand and power demand

World[a]
USA[b]
China[c]
San Francisco[d]
EE∗ Hospital[e]
EE Office Bldg[ f ]
EE household[g]
∗ Energy

power
2.1 TW
0.43 TW
0.53 TW
633 MW
568 kW
131 kW
0.33 kW

Efficient (EE). (Values obtained from:

energy
50.6 TWh
10.2 TWh
12.6 TWh
15.2 GWh
13.6 MWh
3.14 MWh
8 kWh
[a,b,c] 3 , [d] 4 , [e] 5 ,

[ f ] 6 , [g] 7 )

In this study we assume a capacity range informed by several
estimates for storage required in future electrical grids incorporating high percentages of variable generation sources. Table
2 lists energy storage capacities available today. Firstly, today
the United States stores ∼ 0.15% of its electricity1 . Secondly,
MacKay et al., 2009 9 argues we need a store of roughly one day
of average generation to cope with weather lulls that commonly
last 2 to 5 days. Thirdly, using a similarly heuristic argument,
Wadia et al., 2011 10 assume a long-term global storage capacity goal of one day’s worth of generation. Fourthly, Denholm
and Hand, 2011 2 employed a dispatch model to specifically examine changes in electrical grids required to incorporate high
percentages of variable generation. They found that for penetration levels up to 80% increasing amounts of storage from
4 to 24 hours reduced curtailment and increased wind capacity factors but with diminishing returns beginning at about 8
hours. Finally, Hand et al., 2012 11 incorporated these results in
a large scale renewable integration study that explored multiple
integration options. Though this study does not explicitly state
1 assuming PHS dominates annual grid storage in 2008 8 ; 6.3 TWh [PHS] /
(6.3 TWh [PHS] + 4119.3 TWh [Generation-PHS]) = 0.0015
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the optimal storage energy capacity, it identifies a need for 80
to 131 GW of storage power capacity in addition to the 21 GW
that exist in the United States with a discharge time of 8 to 15
hours. Assuming this study’s scenario dependent annual electricity demand of 2920 to 5100 TWh, then these three variables
yield an annual energy storage to energy demand percentage of
5.8 to 21.2% 12 . Table 2 lists present day storage capacity for
technologies considered in this study.
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A third physical limit energy storage may face is the amount
of space it occupies. Several studies and Department of Energy reports identify specific and volumetric energy density as
a key research directive 19,20 . We calculate the spatial footprint
of storage technologies by simply multiplying their volumetric
energy density by an assumed height and a desired amount of
energy storage.
Figure 1A shows the volumetric and specific energy densities
for several storage technologies. Because size and mass are
critically important for devices ranging from cellular phones to
electric vehicles, these plots are common in the energy storage
industry and have a unique name: Ragone plots.
Using the practical volumetric energy density data, we calculate the spatial footprint required to supply a day’s worth of energy storage for scales ranging from an energy efficient household to the world’s land surface area. Figure 1B shows that all
storage technologies would occupy a small fraction of the footprint of buildings and geographic locations that they support.
Even energy dense buildings including hospitals could house
storage technologies within their perimeter.
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Figure 1 (A) A plot comparing volumetric and specific energy densities for energy storage technologies. Technologies considered for
large-scale energy storage have labels in color (data obtained for PHS and CAES are calculated, battery data from 13 , flywheel data from 14 ).
(B) The spatial footprint for energy storage technologies as a function of energy storage capacity. Technologies are plotted as solid lines with
color corresponding to technology type. Various average daily electric energy demand scales and their spatial footprints are plotted as circles.
Storage technologies that occupy smaller fractions of particular demands spatial footprint are more desirable for buildings.
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